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     Introduction: Beginning in 1999, software engi-

neers at the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-

istration’s (NASA) Marshall Space Flight Center in 

Huntsville Alabama, working in collaboration with 

the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, began develop-

ing autonomous blocks of software, called Timeliner 

Bundles, in new and innovative ways to reduce 

ground controller workload, add reliability, and to a 

certain extent, put a virtual-controller onboard the 

target spacecraft (the International Space Station). 

From those humble beginnings to the present, en-

gineers, scientists, and flight controllers have devel-

oped an autonomous and continuously executing sys-

tem onboard called Higher Active Logic (HAL). HAL 

incorporates the Timeliner Language constructs and 

is integrated in such a way so as to mimic human 

decision processes in order to minimize flight con-

troller interaction in routine tasks, while at the same 

time incorporating a conservative and safe approach 

to autonomous operations on a manned spacecraft 

[1]. 

Traveling to and from cislunar space (lunar orbit) 

will take longer and will probably occur less frequently 

than trips to the ISS. And given the Deep Space Gate-

way’s (DSG) comparatively smaller size, these stints 

would be shorter in length than those aboard the ISS. 

This will greatly reduce the amount of available crew 

time to perform science operations. Since the DSG 

would be initially placed in a near-rectilinear halo orbit 

(NRHO) around the Moon, it is likely to have longer 

periods of Loss Of Signal (LOS) data outage than the 

ISS, implying earthbound scientists will have no in-

sight  into their experiment’s state during this time pe-

riod. Given these limitations, DSG science platforms 

could benefit from the capability of autonomous sys-

tems utilizing proven technologies, such as Timeliner, 

for assistance performing telemetry monitoring and 

science operations. 

Language Constructs That Model Human Deci-

sions: Timeliner provides higher level programming 

constructs that model many human decisions that are 

made day to day. It is worth noting that Timeliner is 

the only flight proven human rated scripting language. 

These constructs relate directly to the decision pro-

cesses made by ground flight controllers each day 

concerning such things as traffic control, manufactur-

ing processes, and any other work environments that 

are procedural [2]. These constructs provide an easi-

er coding paradigm that allows non-computer pro-

grammers the ability to follow and understand the 

execution as it takes place. The English language type 

constructs allow the actual compiler listings to be 

used for following the execution of autonomous op-

erations. Ground flight controllers can also scan the 

compiler listings to predict autonomous operations 

behavior prior to events taking place. As long as both 

Timeliner and the monitoring system are active, there 

will be constant communication with the science in-

strument or experiment being monitored. This commu-

nication path is confined to the vehicle and is not reli-

ant on any ground flight controller decision(s) or any 

ground originated commanding.  In stark contrast, earth 

bound scientist are dependent upon satellite communi-

cation and ground equipment to receive telemetry and 

issue commands. Timeliner is a proven technology that 

has demonstrated operational usefulness on the ISS [2]. 

Timeliner scripts that operate on the ISS make science 

and payload operations safer, easier and much more 

reliable.  At this time, it is envisioned the DSG will 

employ a similar type tier structured computer architec-

ture as the ISS. 

Higher Active Logic: The concept for HAL was 

driven by constraints of bundle management, processor 

utilization limits, and of course, crew and system safe-

ty. Thus, the system became “event driven.” The archi-

tecture of the ISS command and control system is 

based on locations of devices or Remote Terminals 

(RTs). Each RT location has a Remote Power Control-

ler (RPC) that determines if the unit is powered. Allow-

ing a master Timeliner bundle (HAL_MAIN) to moni-

tor the status of these RPCs (powered or unpowered), 

has been  a very reliable and safe method to manage 

which specific payload bundle should be active. Con-

versely if the RPC is “closed” or powered, the bundle 

is installed. With this control mechanism in place, au-

tonomous monitoring or commanding is only possible 

when a RT, or payload, is powered. As mentioned, 

within the HAL structure are bundles and within those 

bundles are individually executable sequences. HAL 

has been employed extensively by ISS flight control-

lers in the form of non-autonomous ISS sequences that 

are started and stopped by ground flight controllers 

based on operational dependence. In this situation 

HAL will load the bundles into memory when a facility 

is powered or a payload is sending health and status 
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data, however, sequences will remain dormant until a 

ground flight controller commands sequence execution. 

This initial work has been expanded upon to include 

more complete automation of predefined activities. 

     Autonomous Payload Monitoring:  The HAL 

system aids in automatically configuring the ISS Pay-

load Multiplexor, DeMuliplexor (PL MDM). As part 

of the PL MDM initialization process, the HAL_MAIN 

bundle is installed. Once this action has taken place, 

the HAL system continuously monitors power and sta-

tus data from all facility RT(s) and some subordinate 

payloads. HAL_MAIN will be loaded into memory by 

the PL MDM anytime a PL MDM is initialized or tran-

sitioned. There are several fully autonomous and con-

tinuously running sequences within the HAL system 

[3]. One example, the ISS MAMS DOWNLINK bun-

dle, supports a payload called the Microgravity Accel-

eration Measurement System (MAMS). This experi-

ment is a sensitive set of accelerometers deployed in 

different ISS modules. MAMs has the requirement to 

downlink its memory buffer to the ground every 24 

hours. Initially, this was a scheduled set of commands 

sent by a ground flight controller. The developers at 

MSFC realized this was a perfect application for Time-

liner. The MAMS bundle monitors for a specific GMT 

time and at this time it will check to verify a good 

communication path is present between the payload 

and flight hardware. Once this verification is complete 

the sequence will downlink the MAMS buffer twice 

and then reset it until the next downlink. However, if 

throughput is not available, it will loop every 5 minutes 

and check until the status is good or the sequence is 

stopped by ground commanding. After the MAMS 

buffer has been successfully downlinked to the ground, 

the sequence will monitor for the specified GMT time 

and repeat the check/downlink process until it is 

stopped by ground commanding. 

     Autonomous Facility Class Payload Rack Acti-

vation/Deactivation Functionality: There are current-

ly 2 Autonomous Mission Operations (AMO) science 

rack bundles that are not currently part of the HAL 

system compliment. These bundles are manually load-

ed by flight ground controllers to the PL MDM 

memory, as needed to fulfill the proof of concept activ-

ities. These two bundles consist of core command and 

rack command capabilities. Together they ensure the 

ISS science rack is activated and configured properly. 

Each sequence in the bundles model conventional 

ground control procedures, to mimic the human deci-

sion processes of flight controllers, in order to perform 

the rack activation [4]. When activated by ground 

flight controllers, more than 60 commands can be sent 

to properly activate and configure each ISS science 

rack. The activation of these racks is one of the most 

complex activities performed by ISS payload flight 

controllers, and the AMO experiment has demonstrated 

that through the use of Timeliner it can be completed 

with a simple push of the button by any crew member 

when needed [4]. This effort if incorporated into future 

science equipment and/or payloads will greatly reduce 

the dependency on ground based commands and the 

availability of both ground flight controllers and ex-

tended periods of communication between the ground 

and flight hardware in proposed environments such as 

the DSG and beyond. 

    Conclusion: The HAL system has proven over the 

last decade to be a very reliable system to monitor and 

control the execution and use of Timeliner bundles and 

their sequences on the ISS for science operations. The 

experience gained on ISS can be easily leveraged for 

future automation to make DSG science operations less 

reliant on manual procedures and ground flight control-

lers. Knowledge based intelligent systems will be man-

datory for missions with long communication delays in 

order to operate and control complex onboard systems. 

Now that the Timeliner and HAL autonomous systems 

have been well proven onboard a crewed spacecraft 

such as the ISS with commanding to tier 2 and tier 3 

MDM’s and RT’s, the natural progression would be to 

increase all levels of automated intelligence and to 

eventually design and implement a fully automated 

real-time monitoring, commanding, planning and re-

planning system. If the DSG is designed with consider-

ation of the operational automated system design, more 

can be accomplished with less crew safely and effi-

ciently. 
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